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Welcome to our winter newsletter. Our aim is to update
you on the latest news & services at our practice!
You don’t have to be born with your ideal
we are here to help you

smile ,

discover it!

Got Sleep?

Are you suffering from sleep
apnea? If you answered yes,
then you are not alone during
those sleepless nights. In fact,
you are one in over 20 million
diagnosed individuals.
The great thing about dentistry
is that it is ever so evolving! We
strive to provide you with the
newest, highest quality and
advanced technology to meet
your needs.

We want to give you

Our all porcelain crowns

something to smile about!

and veneers leave no dark

One of the popular cosmetic

line at the gums, so that

treatments we offer at our

you can maintain an all

office are our smile

natural smile! We can

makeovers! Do you have

even use veneers to re-

cracked? Misaligned? Worn

shape your teeth to give

Not everyone can wear a mask

down? Discoloured teeth?

you the smile you always

when sleeping! ASK us about

These all can be alleviated at

wanted. It can be our little

our innovative dental appliance

our office with crowns-in-a-

secret!

day or porcelain veneers.

that allows you to breathe and
sleep better, and there are no
masks involved!
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“Amazing staff and terrific
service. Always feel like a

Patient Testimonials

guest and the care and
attention to detail is second
to none.”

“I came in for my first appointment and they asked if there was
anything that bugged me with my teeth or anything like that. I
had always noticed my two front teeth kind of slanted but no
one else could really tell except me so i didnt smile much with
my teeth! They gave me an option for veneers for those 2 teeth
and i've never been happier with my smile, i had it done a
couple months before my grad and they got started on that
right away! They look very natural with colour and feel as if i
didnt have anything done with them! Every person who works
here always makes me feel comfortable and are always so
nice”

“I would definitely
recommend this dental
office. The staff is very
warm and welcoming and
they are also very very
accommodating.”

Do you feel like your smile is not
a 10/10?
If the answer is YES, then we are delighted to offer you our ideal dentistry services!

 Preventative Dentistry
 Treatment for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
 Orthodontics
 Cosmetic Dentistry
 CROWNS in a Day!
 Implants
 Smile Design
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